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Led Zeppelin rose to become one of the biggest-selling rock bands of all time. Mick Wall,
respected rock writer and former confidant of band members Jimmy Page and Robert Plant,
unflinchingly tells the story of the band that wrote the rulebook for on-the-road excess and
eventually paid the price for it, with disaster, drug addiction, and death.Wall also recounts, in a
series of flashbacks, the life stories of the five individuals that made the dream a reality: Jimmy
Page, Robert Plant, John Paul Jones, John Bonham, and their infamous manager, Peter
Grant.Finally, the full, shocking story is told from the inside.

From the Inside FlapThe New Rules of Retirement says to throw away the old rules of thumb,
conventional wisdom, and formulas. To retire successfully, you need advice developed for
today's retirement. In this Second Edition, retirement expert Robert Carlson presents advice and
strategies based on independent, objective, detailed research, which reflect today's retirement
environment. Carlson shows you that retirement has changed and will change again.Today you
face six critical threats to lifetime income security that past generations didn't face, including low
investment returns, higher taxes, the deterioration of Social Security and Medicare, longer life
expectancy, and more. Essential for both retirees and pre-retirees, this practical guide clarifies
and gives updated advice on all the recent changes in key areas of retirement finance, including
annuities, IRA management, estate planning, long-term care, income taxes, and more. This
useful resource covers all the facets of retirement finance, including determining how much you
can safely spend each year, helping the grandchildren, avoiding scams, and finding your best
living options. Carlson explains how to:Create the retirement you desire, while avoiding common
pitfallsSafeguard yourself against the wildcards of retirement planning healthcare and long-term
care expensesevelop investing, spending, and lifestyle plans that support your goals of sustain-
able income and a legacy for your heirsYou need to be ahead of the changes in retirement, and
this convenient guide shows the way. You'll learn how to coordinate all the key factors that lead to
lasting financial security and independence.From the Back CoverPraise for The New Rules of
Retirement"As a Wharton graduate, money manager, Chief Financial Officer, and Certified
Financial Analyst, I didn't think I needed help in making investment choices and planning for my
retirement. I was wrong. I have been a subscriber to Retirement Watch since 1997. I trust Bob
Carlson completely and follow his investment, tax, and planning advice personally." SANDY
KAGAN, CFA, Retired CFO, Tatum Partners"A clear, practical, and wisely unconventional guide
to the new world of retirement." HUMBERTO CRUZ, nationally syndicated financial columnist,
Tribune Media Services"Bob Carlson does a magnificent job preparing readers for the many
challenging issues they will face over the next several decades. Retirees can no longer count on
generous asset returns and employer-provided defined benefit plans. Bob provides readers with



creative approaches for contending with these challenges to help ensure financially and
emotionally secure 'freedom years.'" LAWRENCE E. KOCHARD, PhD, CFA, CEO and CIO at
University of Virginia Investment Management Company"Bob Carlson shows that three
trends demographics (baby boomers), increasing longevity, and fewer offspring have changed
forever the landscape facing America's retirees. Stereotypical retirement based on Social
Security and employer pensions is out; making ends meet on your own is in. Better get yourself
ready and you can do so by reading this book." JAMES C. MILLER III, former U.S. Budget
Director, Chairman of The CapAnalysis Group, LLCAbout the AuthorROBERT C. CARLSON is
the editor of the monthly newsletter and website Retirement Watch, and managing member of
Carlson Wealth Advisors, LLC. He is also chairman of the board of trustees of the Fairfax County
Employees' Retirement System.Read more
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M. Bauer, “by far the best. "When Giants Walked The Earth" is without question the best-
researched and "insiders" biography of Led Zeppelin.Author Nick Wall traces the band's history
chronologically, with the use of italic second person (author talking to the band member within
the text) narrative text to flesh out historical and personal information. This device is interesting
at first, but does become tiresome.Unlike "Hammer of the Gods" and Richard Cole's book,
author Nick Wall does not glamorize the (at times) gross excess of the band's offstage behavior.
He also doesn't sweep it under the table. Instead, he places it in the proper context: hugely
successful bands in the late 60s and early 70s, including the Beatles, Stones, and The Who,
indulged in horrendous excess, but it doesn't erase the amazing music they made.Wall has
spent considerable time interviewing Jimmy Page, and he addresses Page's interest in Crowley
and "the occult" in an objective way. Page studied and had an interest in these matters, but was
not sacrificing children or virgins and was far less "evil" in his exploits than the drunken,
depraved antics and brutality that John Bohnam and Richard Cole particpated in when
homesick or bored. Wall now depicts Page as a straight, lucid, exceedingly talented, and gentle
man who would like to have the grand body of work he masterminded in the 1970s stay
alive.Wall depicts Plant in a simlarly objective manner. Bonham and Plant were not the industry
insider London muscians that Page and Jones were. However, their talents were undeniable,
and one is impressed with how quickly all four of these musicians were making true magic
together. Plant rises in esteem and fame throughout the story, while Bonham sadly has a much
harder time dealing with being away from his family and maintaining a sane existence. Wall
presents Bonham as an immensely talented individual who could shift from loving family man to
sick maniac in a matter of a few (copious) drinks.The book essentially ends with Bonham's
death, although Wall briefly addresses the Plant/Page tours and Jone's solo/production work.He
addresses the December 2007 reunion, one of the few areas where I'd have to disagree with his
assessement. Wall attended, noted the yuppie conveniences of the 08 arena in London and star
power of the crowd, and dismisses the experience as something he liked but wouldn't probably
go to again if he had a chance. He describes Jimmy Page as an older man playing at a younger
man's game, and lauds Robert Plant for his new life/career playing bluegrass/folk/country with
Alison Krauss. Wall seems to feel this is a much better place for Plant than playing with his
former bandmates.I beg to differ. Page sounds much better than he did during the 1977
Zeppelin tour, and other lower points in their journey. I've seen videos of Plant/Krauss and the
entire 2007 02 Reunion. In my opinion, Plant sounds/looks/acts in his element with the 2007Led
Zeppelin, and seems pretty weak to me in his Alison Krauss co-star role.That aside, don't miss
this book. Simply the finest Zeppelin biography to date, and impossible to top unless Page,
Plant, or Jones choose to pick up the pen.”

G.Milliken, “They might have been ... GIANTS. When Giants Walked the Earth is a good read. I



have only recently peppered my morning reads with biographies/autobiographies of rock stars,
Lennon, Clapton, now Zep. The common thread that interests me is the youth to experience
ratio, these guys packed a lot of action into young lives. We all want to be rock stars (sex, drugs,
rock 'n' roll!) but then when you peel back the veneer, you see what they really put themselves
through and it (lifestyle) seems a lot less appealing. Success always changes the dynamic. Led
Zeppelin has always been one of my favorite bands and to have additional insight into their
forming, production and music is always a plus.Why four stars? Mick Wall includes what he
describes as "..italicised "flashback" passages..." which are "..the product of my imagination." ...
a few comments-They missed the typo in the Authors note (italicized)?From a typesetters view,
italics function for the emphasis of a few words or maybe a sentence, not entire passages.
These quickly become almost headache material because they are so hard on the eyes.I'm at a
loss to understand why Wall feels it necessary to "flashback" to the beginning almost all the way
through the book. The flashbacks are repetitive and add nothing new to the story... o.k., I get it ...
they listened to LOTS OF RECORDS when they were young.About half way through, these
became skim passages to make sure I didn't miss something important, I don't think I did, so I
basically stopped reading the flashbacks.I would recommend this book to anyone interested in
Led Zeppelin ...now that I am done with the review, I'm going up to my room with a preserved
minnow of some sort, stick my little pole outside and actually catch a fish ... do you know what I
mean?”

Dr. John Carter, “Rock Gods: Led Zeppeling. Mick Wall’s ‘When giants walked the earth’ is a
forensic analysis of the rise of Led Zeppelin that displays an intimate knowledge of the music.
More importantly the book tackles the dark side of the band, their legendary excess while on the
road, Jimmy Page’s obsession with the occult as well discussing the volatile internal politics of
the band complete with Peter Grant whose physical and psychological presence looms large
throughout their story.Neither does the book shy away from analysing the band’s gradual decline
and fall from grace with the corresponding rise of punk and new wave music which coincided
with John Bonham’s death. Equally their subsequent rehabilitation in recent years is also
discussed along with Robert Plant’s reluctance to reignite the Led Zeppelin flame.If you want to
understand what made Led Zeppelin a behemoth in the 1970s and afterthought in the early
1980s and now bona fide rock gods, this book reveals the whole story without fear or favour, a
must for any Zeppelin fan.”

Fletch, “Bonzo, Jimmy, John and Bob - contains spoiler. Really engrossing book, takes you back
to a wonderful era of excess and success. Sometimes too much opinion and unnecessary detail
about track listings but generally a great read that kept me engrossed, even more so than
Hammer Of The Gods. I don't want to spoil the nearly ending but was very moving when Bonzo
walked the stairway. Good read, well researched with some original touches, i.e. breaking into
first person vernacular of the era.”



The book by Mike Piper has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 763 people have provided feedback.
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